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mate deterrent because nuclear weapons Ate
the most advanced form of weapon
The nuclear or thermonuclear bomb means
a bomb or a mi&sile •with an explosive power
measured in megatons i e one million times
more powerful than bombs used during the
Second "World War A ten megaton bomb
contains the equivalent of a tram of railway
wagons filled with high explosive stretching
from London to New York—and of course
fill out with its genetic effects
The independent bomb Independence in
this context means the right and ability to
launch a force alone against an aggressor
For this It is necessary to own and control
thermonuclear -weapons and be able to
deliver them The ability to deliver weapons
without which they are useless as a detenent
raises crucial difficulties
It is argued that the bomb like earlier
types of armament is the ultimate guarantee
of the nation s security that without it we
should not reach, the conference table with
other great powers that it gives us freedom
of action and as such is a safeguard against
the possibility of a change m American
policies which might leave us unprotected
J?he facts and policy of an independent
nuclear deterrent have been seriously
challenged
ABM is the anti ballistics missile defence
system whereby missiles are launched to
destroy the missiles of the enemy—anti
missile missiles Both the IT 8 S B and
TT S A are developing an ABM system
MHJV is the American multiple independent
re entry vehicle which when it re enters the
atmosphere flres off up to 10 warheads each
of them aimed with precision at a different
tirget Its purpose is to penetrate an anti
missile defence
SS 9 to the lavge Soviet missile-with awarliead
capable of destroying the American Minute
man forces
 PUBLIC   AFFAIRS
Treaty to Prevent Spread of Nuclear Weapons
Ever since I960 there had been talks on how to
prevent the proliferation of the bomb and the
round of tails which ended m August 1S66
finished without any substantial new progress
The stumbling block was Bussia s suspicions that
despite declarations by America the arrangements
to be made for the future of NATO would give
Germany a finger on the nuclear tiigger Talks
were resumed at the 18 power Conference at
Geneva m February 1967 where a draft treaty
was tabled by the TJ S and USSR Bv March
1968 a single text sponsored by both the U S S E
and TJ 8 emerged containing a number of ad
ditions to meet at least some of the demands that
had been put forward by the non nuclear Powers
This joint U S -Soviet draft treaty was sent to
the UN General Assembly where it was adopted m
June by 96 votes to 4 with 21 abstentions One
of the countries that voted against was India—the
American Soviet joint offer of guarantees did not
appear to provide the cast iron protection that
India might like against China
The Nuclear Non Proliferation Treaty flowing
from this agreed draft was signed m London
Moscow and Washington on 1 July 1968 Britain
was the first nuclear weapon power to ratify the
treaty on 27 Novembei 1968 It came into
force on 5 March 1970
Nuclear Missile Bace
America s decision to enter the anti ballistic
missile defence system was announced in Septem
ber IS 67 after the Russians had already begun
work on their ABM system around Moscow
Under the old plan there were to be ABM sites
around some 16 to 20 cities including Boston
Chicago Seattle and San Francisco But there
was strong1 protest from American civilians who
were against spending money on more weapons when
so much needed to be done m urban develop
ment The present modified system is designed
to protect the Mmuteman sites It was described
aa essentially a safeguard programme to
strengthen the American deterrent At the same
time the U S ib increasing its offensive capability
by improving the accuracy of its MIRVs as a
counter to the powerful Russian SS 9s See also
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Other terms JEscakthon is a term used for
the belief that once a conflict begins which
involves nuclear powers the contesting
parties ore riding on an escalator from which
there is no escape and rising to an all out
thermonuclear war A weapon is said to be
ci edible when it is trustworthy and it can be
believed m for its purposes thus it is some
times said that the U K manned bomber
force is credible only for a first strike Con
lent'imal weapons and forces are other than
nuclear Atomic devices are described as
tactwal when they are in support of ground
forces and strategic when they are part of an
all out major strike force
The Partial Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty
This important treaty was signed in Moscow in
August 1968 between Britain the U S A and the
U S S E who undertook not to conduct nuclear
tests in three out of four possible spheres—In the
atmosphere to outer space and under water The
fourth possibility—underground tests—was not
touched by the Treaty but it declares that agree
ment on such tests remains a desirable aim
There las been little hope of extending the test
ban treaty to underground explosions despite the
appeal of the United States to Russia to agree
The U S and Britain still disagree with Russia
over the auestion of identifying the nature of all
underground explosions The Western Powers
insist that no foolproof method has yet been de
vised and they cannot therefore accept & ban on
nuclear underground explosions without a limited
number of on the spot inspections. Bat this is
just what Eussla Is opposed to on the grounds
that this would amount to espionage
 Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
These talks begun in Helsinki m 1969 were
resumed hopefully m 1970 Moscow did not
obstruct U S moves to start peace talks on the
Middle East But US distrust of the Soviet
Union was apparent again by the end of the year
It was a year which has seen the failing of any
prospect of an early agreement Observers say
that the two sides are still far apart but little of
the substance of the talks has been revealed
Outer Space tor Peaceful Developments
An international treaty to preserve outer space
for peaceful purposes was completed m December
1966 It was described by President Johnson as
the most important arms control development
since the limited test ban treaty of 1968 Mr
Johnson first proposed such a treaty in May 1966
since when there had been extensive talks bet-ween
the U 8 and Bussia the only two powers which
are seriously involved hi space research The
drafting of the treaty was prepared by the United
Nations It provides for rights of exploration m
space for all countries no claims of sovereignty
over celestial bodies no orbiting of weapons of
mass destruction (already provided for in an
earlier UN resolution) the preservation of space
and all celestial bodies for peaceful purposes and
other procedures for peaceful co operation among
nations in space and in the exploration of space
Seabed Treaty
A treaty was signed in February 1971 by the
three nuclear powers Britain, the US and
Bussia and by 64 other countries banning
nuclear weapons from the seabed

